
 

I need help with the title, please! You can't upload a file with no name. This is not a valid submission. Please choose another suggestion or use the text box above to enter your own title for this blog post. Thanks! "Help me find this video game!" - NathanGreyez

You're in luck, NathanGreyez! That's exactly what I'm here for :) Sure, you may have heard of Super Mario Bros., but did you know there are plenty of other games out there? There are hundreds of titles to choose from on Steam like Portal 1 and 2, The Elder Scrolls V: Skyrim, and Goat Simulator (yes that's actually a game). I'm sure you're itching to get started, so let's get right to it! "What is Goat
Simulator?" - NathanGreyez

Hahaha, outstanding question. "Goat Simulator" is a game in which you play as a goat, in which you can eat grass and stuff. You can even hop on your little goat friend and ride around the world capturing in-game goats in "capture the goat". It's actually pretty hilarious if you give it a shot, though I certainly don't recommend it haha. You probably won't want to play that game for very long because it
gets old pretty quickly, but I'm glad that you asked! Let's get into it. "Something's not right... " - NathanGreyez

You can't upload a file with no name. This is not a valid submission. Please choose another suggestion or use the text box above to enter your own title for this blog post. Thanks! This is an error message, and it's pretty confusing! What does it mean? Well, think of it like this: Suppose you had some text that you wanted to post on my blog, but for example there were some strange symbols in the middle
of the title that weren't supported on my site (like maybe something like *bleep*). That would make the title incomplete because the symbols (or letters) wouldn't be supported by my site. "I'm so confused, and I can't find The Greatest Game You've Ever Played." - NathanGreyez

You can't upload a file with no name. This is not a valid submission. Please choose another suggestion or use the text box above to enter your own title for this blog post. Thanks! I know what you're talking about ... There's a problem coming from my computer! In order to fix it, you should go ahead and try reinstalling Windows 10 from scratch. If that doesn't work, you should probably follow the link
in my post. If you're a PC gamer, then I feel you in this situation. I can assure you that this blog post is about Windows 10. You're in luck, NathanGreyez! That's exactly what I'm here for :) Sure, you may have heard of Super Mario Bros., but did you know there are plenty of other games out there? There are hundreds of titles to choose from on Steam like Portal 1 and 2, The Elder Scrolls V: Skyrim,
and Goat Simulator (yes that's actually a game).
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